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In 2002, after some time as an international fugitive, Martin Frankel was Ellen Pollack, the author of “The Pretender: How Martin Frankel Fooled the Financial World and Led the Feds on One of the Most Publicized Manhunts In History” (2002; Wall Street Journal). In more than 25 years at the Wall Street Journal and Businessweek, she has covered some of the biggest stories in the financial world. Pollock is the author of “The Pretender: How Martin Frankel Fooled the Financial World and Led the Feds on One of the Most Publicized Manhunts In History” (2002; Wall Street Journal). Pollock's ascension marks the first time a woman has led the magazine. She also had stints at the American Lawyer magazine and the Manhattan Lawyer, and authored two books, “The Pretender: How Martin Frankel Fooled the Financial World and Led the Feds on One of the Most Publicized Manhunts In History” (2002; Wall Street Journal).